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ABSTRACT. Oxide surfaceshave only received little attention as compared mth metal surfacesalthough
their technical importance is equal or even greater than metal surfaces. Experimental difficulties are the
major reason for this situation. Recently,via the study of thin oxide films some of the problems have been
circumvented. We addressin the present review various aspectsin connection with the study of adsorption
ofmolecules onto oxide surfaces.Specific aspectsinclude:
.Molecular
adsorption on the clean oxide swfaces and its influence on oxide surface statesas
studied by surface sciencetechniques
.Modification
of oxide surfacesby metal depositsand its influence on the adsorption behaviour as
studied by surface sciencetechniques.
Methods applied include electron spectroscopiesfor electronic structure studies as well as vibrational
excitations, infrared spectroscopy,thennal desorptionand related methods.
.Study
of the dynamics of molecules in the adsorbedstate via electron spin resonance
spectroscopyand the quantum state resolved detection of desorbing molecules.

1. Introduction
The developmentof surface science during the last thirty y~
[1] has been enonnous and was
intimately connectedwith studies of solid metal surfaces. One of the reasonswhich has always
been expressedwas the relevance of metal surfaces for example in heterogenouscatalysis [2].
While this is true, it is also a fact that in catalysis oxide surfaces play an important, if not more
important role. However,this was not reflected in the world wide efforts in surface scienceduring
the last decades[3]. There are several argumentswhich could be put forward to rationalize this
observation. One group of reasonsin this respectis connectedwith the experimentaldifficulties in
the application of electron spectroscopies[4-7], which are particularly important in surface
science, to the study of poor electric and heat conductors. It bas therefore been our goal to
circumvent theseproblems by preparingthin. well orderedoxide films on metal substrateswhich
do not charge upon electronimpact or electronemission,and which may easily be cooled to liquid
nitrogen or liquid helium temperatures[8-11]. Another group of reasons is connected with the
structure of oxides where defects playa much more important role as compared with metal
surfaces [3]. The structural problems are intimately related to the stability and ill defined
stoichiometry of someoxide surfaces.Furthennore.there is another factor that has to be taken into
account if we want to vary the crysta11ographicorientation of surfaces of highly ionic materials
[12]. In general. there are "cleavageplanes" with low surfacepotentials and other crystallographic
orientations with high or even diverging surface potentials. While it is very hard to prepare such
orientations on bulk single crystals it is rather straightforward to do so in the case of thin oxide

NiO!"')
Fig. 3: Schematicrepresentationof the rock
salt type b~
oxide type structure.The
(100) surfaceand (Ill) surfacewith metal
tennination are shown

Fig. 4: LEED pattern of the NiO(lOO) and
NiO(lll) surn!ces. In the case of the (100)
surface the L:EED pattern of the cleaved
crystal as wel:l as the thin fibn are shown
together with schematic representationsof
the surfaces.

consequencesfor the flow of energy in the system which is intimately connectedwith adsorbate
dynamics. Especially, if energy is depositedinto the adsorbate S;ystemthe question of energy
dissipationdetermines,for example,whethera molecule remains on 1thesurfaceor desorbsfrom it.
On metal surfaces,to be more specific, energy dissipation into the substrateafter excitation, for
example by photons,is very'effectivedue to the facile creationof ele:ctron-holepairs, often leading
to rapid quenchingof the excitationand the excitedadsorbateremaiIlSon the surface. On an oxide
surface, on the other hand. due to the presence of a band gap electron-hole pair creation is
energeticallyunfavourablethus leadingto much less effective energydissipationinto the substrate,
and consequentlyleadingto large desorptionyields of the adsorbedmolecules.Therefore, oxides
are particularly well suitedto study for example photon induced desorptionprocesses[17-23]. The
high desorptioncross sectionsallow a very efficient quantumstate r,esolveddetectionof desorbing
particles applying high resolution laser teclmiques. The interpreuLtionof such data lead to a
detailed underStandingof the microscopic processesinvolved in the d)T1amicsof the desorption
process.We shall review suchstudies.

2. ExperimentalAspects
The experimentsare perfonned in ultrahighvacuumchamberswhich are equippedwith preparation
sections. There are severaltechniquesthat are used to prepare tJle oxide surfaces. As briefly
alluded to in the introduction,oxide surfacesmay be preparedby clc~vageof bulk samplesor via
the creation of thin films. While cleavageallows the preparation of stable surfacesonly. thin fihn
preparationalso includesthe possibility of preparationof metastablesurfaces.
In Figure 2 three different thin fihn preparationtechniquesare compiled. At the top the most
simple variety is presented,i.e. the oxidation of a metal singlecrystal of specific orientationleading
to the growth of an oxide layer. The structural quality of the re!;ulting layers dependson the
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Fig. 6: Shapesand energiesof the d-orbitals in NiD in the bulk (Dh)4mdat the surface (C4v).The
excitationenergiesas calculatedvia ab-initio calculationsby Freitag and Staemmler[58] are
shown in the middle panel.
,

3. The CleanOxideSurfaces
3.1 SURFACESTATES

Figure 3 showsthe schematicstructure of a rock salt type oxide 'which exposestwo low index
surfaces, i.e. the stable ,cleavage(100) plane as well as the theItnodynamically unstable,
unreconstructed(Ill) plane. Figure 4 collects LEED patterns [12,Jl4] of a cleaved as well as a
thin film NiO(lOO) surface.Clearly, the cleavageplane yields a mulch sharperLEED pattern than
the thin film indicating the:higher defect concentrationon the thin film surface. In addition, we
present a thin film preparation of the NiO(III) surface [12]. lli1e pattern is rather sharp as
compared with the (100) preparationand we shall see later that 1:hisis due to the presenceof
stabilizing hydroxyl grqups at the surface.Very similar situationsCaJ1
be found for CoO [32-34] as
well as FeO [35,36]. Let us for simplicity considerthe (100) surface in greaterdetail. The question
is: Can we observesurface:specific effects which are connectedto the fact that the atoms in the
surface are not fully coordJinated
as comparedwith the atoms in the: bulk of the crystal? Figure 5
illustrates the octahedralcoordinationin the bulk and comparesit with the fivefold coordinationin
the surfacelayer. It is now quite obvious that we would have to loclk for ligand field effects [58].
Those will be most pronourlccdfor the Ni ions with their unfilled d-shell. We considerthe situation
for the d-orbitals in more detail in Figure 6. Briefly, an octahedral field splits the d-orbiuls in a
threefold degenerate~ -and a twofold degenerateeg-set. Ni2+carries eightelectrons, six occupying
the tza-setand two unpair~i electronsin the eg-set.This leadsto a 3j~ state.The two lowest lying
excited statesin this octahedralfield are of 3T2g
and 3T)gtype and arc~situatedat leV and 1.81 eV,
respectively.Ifwe reducethe ligand field by taking one of the ligan(is off the symmetry as well as
the repulsionis reducedand this splits the ~ -set into an e- and a b2-<:omponent,
and the eg-setinto
an a1-and a b)-component.At the sametime the splitting in the d-1C'vels
is reducedand the excited
states shift to lower energy and are increased in number. Therefi:>re,it should in principle be

Fig. 9: Model of a NiO(lll) surfaceexposingvariouskinds of
tenninations,defectsandfacets.

spectroscopyto identify excitM states localized in the surface. Those may be used in turn to
investigatethe interaction with adsorbedmolecules. Such infOJmationis very hard to obtain for
examplewith traditional XPS investigationsbecausethe metal core hole spectra of transition metal
oxides are rather complicatedand congestedwith manyparticle satellites[59-60].
3.2 ADSORP110N OF MOLECULES

The surface states discussed in the previous section can be used to study the interaction of
molecules with the oxide surface. This works particularly well becausethe ligand field statesare
rather localized on the ion and allow a clear assignment of the ~;ite of interaction. if they are
influenced through adsorption.If we could coordinatea molecule from the gas phaseto the surface
Ni2+-ion, we would expect a shift of the transition to higher excitation energybecausethe ligand
field is increasedagain. Figure 7 shows what happens when we do the experiment [58]. These
experimentsare performed on thin NiO(lOO) films because sample cooling is no problem. The
lower two traces show the comparison of the relevant spectra in the appropriate energy range.
Obviously, the two systemsexhibit the sametransitions, except for slight differencesin the relative
intensities,which are connectedwith the fact that the film hasa considerablyhigher defect density
as compared with the bulk single crystal as revealed by the LEED spot sizes shown as insets
[12,14]. Such a NiO(lOO) film easily fonns adsorbed OH groups as indicated by the sharp
vibrational OH losses [12,58]. The assignmentto OH losses is corroborated by the isotope
exchangeexperiments[12] as shown by the shifted OH losses in the third trace from the bottom.
However, the surface excited state is not influenced in intensity by the presenceof OH indicating
that the hydroxyl groups are not located on the Ni terrace sites.We rather think that the OH groups
are located at defect sites.This is supportedby the fact, that while OH groups adsorbeasily on the
NiO( 100) film. there is no trace of OH on the in situ cleaved single crystal evenupon exposureto

CrlelK)lIoss

Fig. 13: HREEL spectrain the range of NO
stretching Viorations of a CoO(IIl) surface
exposedto NO (saturationcoverage)taken at
80K surfacetemperature.Lower trace: Surface
as prepared.i.e. with OH groupsat the surface.
Uppertrace:spectrumafterOH/ODexchange.

[c V]

Fig. 14: HREEL spectrain the range of NO
stretchingvibrationsof a CoO(111)surfaceas
prepared and exposed to CO (saturation
coverage)at differentsurfacetemperatures.

molecules considerablystrongerthan terrace atoms. Thereforewe studied a NiO(III) fi1m. Here
the main terracesare (III) oriented, either Ni or 0 ternrinatedand the facets are either (110) or
(100) oriented.We note in passingthat the structural quality of the NiO(III) film is better than the
NiO(IOO) fihn [12]. Figure 10 collects the 01s spectra of the buJk NiO(IOO) cleavageplane in
comparison with the Ols spectra of the NiO(IOO) and NiO(III) films [64]. While the Ols
spectrum of the cleavageplane is a single synunetric line, the filJns show a shoulder at higher
binding energy,which is due to the presenceof OH at the surface. It is quite obvious in the spectra.
taken at grazing electronexidence,that the OH concentrationis considerablyhigher on the (Ill)
surfacesas comparedto the (100) surface. In fact, if we calculatethe coveragequantitative, the
OH coverageis by a factor of 3 larger on (Ill) as comparedwith (100). This shows that it is not
unreasonableto assumethe defects that adsorb OH are essentially NiO(lll) facets. This is, of
course, not a conclusive proof, but the results are, however, compatible with such an assignment.
The presenceof OH groups, in particular on the NiO(lll) film, leads to a strong influence on the
struCtureand reactivity of the system[12,30].
It can be shown that upon removal of the hydroxyl groups from the surface the NiO(lll)
surface undergoesa p(2x2) reconstruction.This reconstruction is believedto be of the socalled
octopolar type as shown in Figure II. Lacman [65] and Wolf [66] have shown that such a
reconstructionstabilizesthe surfaceconsiderably,i.e. more than any other reconstructionknown so
far. On NiO(lll) this reconstructionmay be removed by the exposureto water which leads to a
hydroxylation of the surface [30]. CoO(lll) films do not survive the heat treatmentnecessaryto
removethe hydroxyl groups but it seemsthe situation is similar to NiO(lll) [32]. FeO(lll) on the
other hand behaves quite ,different [32,35]. Here, the p(2x2) reconstruction is stable towards
exposureto water. The factors influencing the stability of the reconstructionare not clear at the
moment but it is not unlikely that the varying degreesof ionicities in the systemsmay playa key
role.
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Fig. 17: Electron energy loss spectra in the range
of electronic o:citations in the band gap of
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acid HNO2 is not clear at present.Another possibility would be a p:articular bondingof the NO in
the neighbouringsite, e.g. iinsteadof nitrogen end down oxygen en,ddown [61]. However, this is
pure speculationat the moment.
Another interesting, but rather different case of a transition metal ox.idesurfaceis representedby
the Cr203(111)surface [37-391 the structure of which is schematic:allyshown in Figure 15. The
two possibilities of oxygen and metal tennination are indicated. 'We have previously looked at
adsorption on this surface and mow that this system is cbaracteJizedby an electronic excited
surface state. Upon interaction with various molecules from thie gas phase, this state was
considerablyinfluenced in its intensit}'. We have studied the corresJponding
energyrange again in
more detail. Figure 16 showsthe electronenergyloss spectra up to about 2.5 eV loss energy.Three
features are found at 1.2 eV, 1.4 eV, and 1.75 eV. We have argued before [37-39] that the losses
above 1.5 eV are due to excitationof the Cr"3+-ions
in Cr203' In fact, the loss at 1.75 eV is due to
the excitation from the 4~ ground state of Cr3+to the 2Egand 2'f Igstates,i.e. the famous ruby line.
The losses at lower energiescannot be due to transitions on Cr3+..ionsin a regular bulk Cr203
ligand field. Onepossibility would be the assignmentof the band to the excitation ofCr3+-ionsin a
reducedligand field, a situation encounteredat the surface of Cr2°3 similar to the discussionfor
NiO given above. Another possibilit}' is that the tI3Ilsitions occu:r on Cr2+-ionspresent in the
surface as discussed earlier [37-39]. An argument in favour of ~I.charge reduced state is the
electrostatic stabilization the polar Cr203(lll) surface experiencesU:lthis case [37-39]. A definite
assignmentis not straightforward and it is even more involved ilr we realize that the relative
intensities of the 1.2 eV/l.4 eV losses with respect to the 1.75 ,eV loss change with surface
temperatureas shown in Figure 16. This latter effect may have seve~alreasons,including magnetic
as well as dynamic effects, i.e. atomic motion in the surface. It is clear, however, that the low
energy losses are localized in the surface region because they aI'e very sensitive towards the
presenceof adsorbates.Figure 17 showsthe loss region for several ;adsorbateson Cr203'In some
casesthe vibrational lossesof the adsorbatesare observed(arrows).1~e 1.2 eV/l.4 eV loss is

quenchedin all cases.In the caseof the °2 adsorbatethe situation is more complicated. The extra
featuresare connectedwith molecularoxygenon the surface. However, the definitive assigrunentis
not straightforward. °2 desorbsfrom the surface between 180 K arid 210 K with two maxima in
the TD spectra [39]. After the desorptionhas taken place the two e:xtrafeatures are gone but the
1.2 eV and 1.4 eV losses are still quenched[41]. The vibrational loss spectrum indicates the
presenceof a specieswith vibrational frequencyaround 1000 cm-1 which we have assignedbefore
[39] to the formation of a chromyl species.After flashing the surface the 1.2 eV and 1.4 eV losses
reappear.Obviously, the Cr203bas a rich surface chemistry which may be interestingto study in
more detail in the future.
The last exampleis dedicatedto an oxide surface with compl~~ly different properties. AIz°3
representsa material whicl3 is much less reactive as compared with the transition metal oxides
discussedabove. However, it is a prototype material that is used as support for dispersedmetal
catalysts and it is particularly interestingto study its adsorption properties before we deposit
metalsonto this surface [15.55-57]. This systemis grown on a NiA1(IIO) single crystal surface as
a thin (5 A) very well orderedoxide film as judged by the SPA-l.EED pattern with very sharp
spots [55-57]. This systemhas been chosento representa support :material.Figure 18 shows the
global pattern and a close up indicating the double diffraction spots of the thin film [68]. Band
structure measurementspoint to a hexagonallyorderedfirst layer [55.68]. and ISS shows that the
surface is oxygen tenninated [15]. HREELS measurementsindicate:the presenceof 1-AIz°3 with
three phononlossesin contJ~ to a-AIz°3 with two phononlosses [55]. The HREEL spectrum of
the clean surfacesis shownin Figure 19 at the top. We have studieClCO adsorption onto suchan
AIz°3 surface [68,69]. Fi!~re 20 shows TD-spectra for different exposures. There are four
features discernablein the data. The monolayersaturates at about I L. There are two different
featuresin the monolayerregimewith desorptionmax.imaat 67 K and at 58 K. This correspondsto
adsorptionenthalpiesof 0.]l7 eVand 0.14 eV, respectively. A typic;ai adsorption enthalpy of the
SaIl1eorder of magnitudefor a CO-metaladsorbate, i.e. CO/Ag( 111). has been determinedto be
0.17 eV [70]. Before the ml:1ltilayerdesorptionpeak at 38 K appear!;there seemsto exist a fourth
feature with maximum desorptiontemperaturearound 45 K. It is nc)tclear at presentwhetherthe
latter feature correspondstOIa bilayer or anotherintermediatestate of~theadsorbate.The multilayer
adsorptionenthalpyof 0.08 eV is closeto the heat of condensation[71].
Knowing these TD spectra we can ask what is the relation between temperature and CO
pressure to maintain the ICO coverage as found in the UIN c~eriment. even at elevated
temperature?Take for example the most strongly bound species in the monolayer. A simple
estimateshows [8,72] that for T = 500 K the most strongly bound speciesneedsa CO pressureof
about 1 bar. To keepthe otherspecies,desorbingat 58 K. at the surf~cewe would haveto increase
the CO pressureto 290 bar. We note in passingthat suchestimatesn:taybe interestingwith respect
to certain questionsin catalysis.
In Figure 21 we show the EL-spectrum (Ep = 18 eV) of a CO multilayer on the 1AIz°3(111)/NiAl(110) subs1:rate.In the lowest trace we see on the left the elastic Peak.and. due
to the relatively low resolution. only a slight indication of the Al2O:i phonons(seeref. [55] for a
well resolvedphononspectrum)followed by the CO vibrational stretchloss in the ground state. At
6 eV (note the change in energy scale)lossesdue to excited states start. The assignmentof the
spectrumis rather straightfi)rward for the adsorbatebecauseit com]~aresfavourably with the gas
phase,shownfor comparison[73]. A detailedassignmentof the prog;ressions
is shown in the inset.
In the following we shall considerin more detail the optically forbidden (but in electron scattering
allowed) progressionof the: a3n state. The population of the a3n state involves primarily the
excitation of a 50' electroninto the 27torbital.

Fig. 24: Comparisonof electron energyloss
spectra
(a3ffi
of
CO
on
AIz°3(111)/NiA1(IIO) with spectra of CO
on Ag(IIO) at T = 35 K as a function of
exposure.

Figure 22 shows a set of EL-spectra of this excitation as a function of coverage.Clearly. as has
beendiscussedin detail in a previous paper [69]. there is a pronouncedintensity of this excitation
visible in the monolayerregime. The line width at 0.2 L exposureis rather large but the remaining
structure allows us to fit (least square)a single Franck-Condondistribution to the peak. The TD
spectra at this dose suggest the presence of a single species. lIJcreaseto 0.3 L leads to the
appearenceof a peak at 58 K desorptiontemperaturein the TD spec1:ra.
This new stateshouldhave
its own characteristic Franck-Condondistribution. The fit therefor~:showstwo distributions: one
due to the one determinedfrom the 0.2 L exposure.which was then fixed as far as parametersare
concerned.and a secondone which was optin1izedto fit the total progressionat 0.3 L exposure.
This secondprogressionis clearly shifted \Jiith respectto the first OD.e
by 170 meV as indicatedby
the line. At 1 L exposurethe multilayer progressionstarts to contribute. It is only shifted by 25
meV \Jiithrespectto the secondprogression.In total. the multilayer s:ignalis shifted \Jiithrespectto
the most strongly bound excitation by 195 meV.
This leads to the following immediateconclusions:The ground ml.te of the most stronglybound
state is stabilized through interaction with the substrate by 0.19 eV. i.e. with respect to the
multilayer by 0.11 eV. Since the excitation energy for the monolay;er species is by 0.195 eV
larger comparedwith the multilayer the excited Statemust be destabi[izedby 0.085 eV. One reason
for this destabilization may be the expected stronger repulsion betweenmolecule and substrate
because population of the 27t orbital increasesthe average size ,of CO and leads to a more
pronounced Pauli repulsionbetweenCO and the top oxygen layer of the substratewhich behaves
electronically like a layer of rare gas atoms (Ne ~ 02-). Since the (:0 moleculeis physisorbedon
AIz°3 we have assumedin this casethat the potential energywell oftJ~ea3n Stateis very similar to
the gas phase.We can provide evidencefor this by perfonning a JBirge-Sponer
analysis for the
multilayer progression. This is done in Figure 23. where the spacing between neighbouring
vibrational quantais plotted as a function of the vibrational quantun11
number. From the fit we can~
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Fig. 25b: One-dimensionallineprofiles at two Pt
coverages and two different substrate
temperatures.A line fit is shownfor the bottom

profile.

10 and 30 A which leadsus to estimatethe number of Pt atoms per clusterto vary petween20 and
50 atoms. In comparisonwith a previous STM study of Ag/~O3/NiAl(110) where Ag clusters
were only found on step edges(see Figure 26b [8]), the random distribution of Pt indicates the
presenceof a stronger interactionbetweenPt and the oxide film and a smaller diffusion length.
Upon heat treatmentof the layer the widths of shouldersdecreaseand the oxide reflexes lose more
intensity (Figure 25b, top). This indicatesa further structural modification of the substrate.Parallel
to the structural changesobservedwith LEED we have monitored the line shapesand intensities of
the optical phononsof the substrateas shownin Figure 19. The phononsof the systembroadenand
are stronglyattenuatedwhenwe reach 1 A Pt coverage[10].
The broadeningand attenuationof the phonons (Figure 19) is comlectedwith the fom1ation of a
metallic Pt film on the dielectric substrate. Such a behaviour has also beenobservedbefore for
other systems[40]. As may be deducedfrom the degreeof attenuation of the Al2O) phononsas
shown in the inset in Figure 19, a single monolayerofPt leads to an almost complete quenchingof
the phononlossesindicatingthe formation of a 2 A film with the respiOnse
of a metal.
Although the interaction of Pt with the ~O3 substrate is considerablealready,there are systems
where the depositedmetal directly reacts with the substrate if elevat~ temperaturesare chosen.A
typical such situation is encounteredin the study of alkali metals or alkali earth metals with
transition metal oxides. At low temperatureswe can grow an alkali monolayerwhich is associated
with the observation of a workfunction minimum. Upon increasing the layer thickness we
eventually form a metallic overlayer. For Na on NiO(lll) we sho~' in Figure 27 a series of XPand Auger spectra for increasingNa coverage[31]. Across this coverageseriesthe workfunction
varies by about 3 eVas indicatedin the figure. Interestingly, the observedchemical shift for the
Na1s ionization is very small in contrastto the shift observed in the NaKLL Auger spectra. A
detailed analysis shows that the former is due to an accidental compensationof initial and final
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Fig. 27: Nals XP-spectra Oeft.pane[) and Auger NaKLL spectra (right p:anel)of the system Na/NiO(lll)
at djiferent Na coveragesas given by the value of the workfunction c:hange(6<1». The workfunction
changes linearly to -2.2eV, pilSSCS
through a minimum and reachesa satlJartionvalue (close to the one of
bulk metal) at -2eV.

4.2 ADSORP110NON METAL MODIFIEDOxmE SURFACES

The adsorption properties of the thin Pt film are in certain aspects very similar to a Pt( Ill)
surfaces as is revealed via HREELS and TDS. Figure 28a shovi'Sthe HREEL-spectra of the
Pt/~O3 system dosedto saturation with CO for various Pt coverages.The observedstretching
frequency indicates CO moleculesbound on-top on the surface [7:;]. At higher Pt coveragesthe
band shifts and a secondfeatureappearsin the range of bridging CO sites. Due to the relatively
low resolutionwe cannotdecide at presenthow many different chelrncalspeciescontributeto the
broad feature presentat the lowest Pt coverage.The existenceof se1{eralspeciesis very likely and
also revealed through TDS measurements.A series is shown in Figure 29. There is a broad
structure between350 K and 550 K which shifts its maximum tomLrds 450 K as the Pt coverage
increases,and at high Pt coveragewe find features known from ill spectrataken on Pt(lll) [76]
and stepped Pt(335) [77] surfaces shown for comparison. HOWeVeJi,
there is a pronouncedTDS
feature slightly above a desorption temperature of 150 K which is not compatible with CO
desorbing from metallic Pt. On the other hand we have found for ,CO desorbingfrom transition
metal oxide surfacesmaximum desorptiontemperaturesbetween100 K and 200 K [12,14,39]. It is
therefore not unlikely that these CO species desorb from sites where a Pt atom has been
incorporated into the first layer of the A1Z03'By comparison with 1theclean NiA1(ll 0) substrate
and the completely~O3 coveredNiAl(IIO) which are included in Figure 29 it is clear that the
desorptionmaximum around 150 K cannot be connectedwith the metallic NiAl(llO) substrate.An
investigation of the chemical shift of the Pt/Alz°3 systemmeasured'via XPS reveals that the Pt is
oxidized when it diffilses into the substrate[78]. One may SpeculatetJaatthedefect structure of the
"y-~O3 substrate helps to facilitate the diffusion of the relative~lysmaller Pt ions into the
quasihexagonaltop oxygen layer of the ~O3. Interestingly, the restllts on the model system may
be compared\'tith infrared spectraobtained for an Aiz°3 powder SaD:lple
impregnatedwith varying
amountsof Pt. As is shownin Figure 28b two groups of bandsgrow.~ the Pt coverage(mass:ma)

5. Dynamicsand Desorptionof Moleculesfrom OxideSurfaces
As alluded to in the introduction the study of the dynamics in a&:orbateshas gained increasing
interest in recentyears. Severalmethodshave beenused to investig,ltethe dynamicsof interaction
betweengas phasemoleculesand solid surfaces. To gain infom1ariondirectly about microscopic
processesin the adsorbatelayer scatteringmethodshave been emplc'yed[79]. Direct spectroscopic
evidenceson suchprocess~:are limited to infrared investigationsup till now [80,81]. It is therefore
interestingto establishothelrcomplementaryspectroscopicmethods for suchstudies. Electron spin
resonancein principle holds the potential to provide inforn1ation on dynamics by studying the
temperaturedependentline shapes[24-26]. We review our efforts in this field in section5.1.
Section5.2 summerizesstudies of photon stimulated desorption ftom oxide surfaces [17-23]. The
desorbingparticles are statc~specifically detectedin this case and a detailed understandingof the
desorptiondynamicscan be achieved.

5.1 ELECTRON SPn-l RESONANCE SPECTROSCOPYOF ADSORBED MOLE~CULES

Typical time scalesfor molecular motion are of the order of 10-7to 10-11s. Electron spin resonance
spectroscopy(ESR) is the :spectroscopictechnique operating in thi:s time domain [82]. The first
ESR experiment on a single crystal surface has been published 1:IYBaberschkeand his group
[83,84]. However, they foWtd that submonolayersof molecules on I1rletal
surfacesdo not give rise
to a detectableESR signal becausethe coupling of the unpaired spin to the conduction electrons
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Fig. 33: UHV -ESR Spectra of the system
NOI~O3(111)/NiA1(l10)
at various NO2
coverages.

caused by the reaction of thc paramagneticNO2 monomersto ~lmagnetic N2O. dimers. If the
annealingprocedure is repeatedfor moderatecoveragesfor longer time intervals the decreaseof
line widths stops at a given value and only the line intensities decr~~e. At very low coveragesthis
decreasein line width is not observedbecausethe line width has rc~chedis lowest limits already
directly after adsorption.In this limiting casethe dipolar interaction i;ontributionis small compared
to other contributions, e.g..those given by the interaction of the individual molecule with the
substrate.The observedsp(',ctrahave beensimulated on the basis of two main considerations:One
considerationis connectedwith the distribution of orientations in thc:sample,i.e. it could be either
anisotropic or isotropic. The other considerationis concernedwith 'the dynamicsof motion of the
molecules.To seethis we resortto Figure 34. ESR spectra of a submonolayercoverageare taken
at different surface temperatures. The fits shown in the figure represent distributions of
threedimensionallyrandomly orientedand static molecules. It is quite obvious that the fits are of
better quality for the higheirtemperatures.This should not be the c:aseif the deviations at lower
temperaturescorrespondedto molecularmotions, not taken into acccluntby the fits. If on the other
hand a molecular motion becameunfrozen in the time window of the experimentthe deviations
from the static distribution shouldbecomelarger with increasingtemperature,eventuallyleadingto
motional narrowing of the lines. The simulation at highest tempeJ~re representsa static and
isotropic distribution. The question is: What causes the deviatio]lS at lower temperatures?A
possible answeris: A fraction of the moleculesis oriented when they adsorb on the surface. This
would explain the deviations. Upon raising the temperaturesthe contribution from the oriented
molecules are removed from the distribution. This desorientationis an irreversible process. By
Cooling down to 35 K after annealingthe adsorbate,the threedimerlSionalrandomly oriented and
static distribution fits the spectrumquite well as is obvious from the lowest trace in Figure 34.
Sununarizingthe results showthe consequencesof molecular motion: Diffusion is clearly visible
through the dimerizationofNO2 monomers.However, no rotational n1otionof the moleculescan be
detectedbelow 100 K in the time window of the experiment. Thu!;, the upper limit of the time

the surface. With the laser sheettechniquethis distribution may in principle be recorded in one
shot. In addition the distribution containsthe angular infonnanon which may be deduced.Such
spatial distributions may be recordedif the sensitivity for the particular moleculeis large enoughto
allow excitation in a laser sheet.This is not the case for carbonmonoxide.In this casethe velocity
flux distributions have to be detenninedvia line scan excitation and delaytime variation [18.19].
37 shows two sets of velocity flux distributions aCCW1lulated
for desorption from

[21]
velocity flux
tor the first vibrational excited state and varying
quanta.
Obviously, there are similar ties and discrepancieswhich we briefly surnmerize:
i)
The moleculeson both surfacesare highly vibrationally excited.
ii)
Translationaland vibrational degreesof freedomare decoupledin both cases.
iii)
Rotationaland translationaldegreesof freedomare strongly coupledfor NO/NiO(lOO), but
weakly if at all for NO/NiO( Ill).
iv)
There are two channelsin the velocity flux distributions which we call slow and fast
channelsin both cases.The relative population of the two channelsare very different
in both cases.
v)
The angular distributionsindicatea strong peaking for the fast channelalongthe surface
normal and a wide angular distribution for the slow channel.
In order to analyse our data we have perfonned model calculations assumingground and excited
state potentials sketchedin Figure 38a [94]. Both potentials exhibit minima. In addition to the
dependenceon tile distancethe potentials exhibit a pronouncedangular dependenceas sketchedin
Figure 38b. The strong polar angle dependenceleads to the tilting of the NO axis and the
considerablyweakerazimuthaldependence
allows the moleculeto rotate ratiler easily aboutthe NiN bond. Someof the parametersfor the ground statepotential we know from experimentalthermal
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Fig. 39: Photoinduced
desorptioncross-section
for variousphotonenergies.Superimposed
is the
ELS spectrumof pureNiO(lOO).Beneathwe
showthephotoinducedchargecarner
concentraction.
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Fig. 40: Boltzmann plata for the Vlorational
excitation in the lowest electronic states of NO.

very similar in both cases and compatible with a Franck-Condon simulation on the basis of a
hannonic oszillator NO- potentials as shown elsewhere [18]. The proposal for an ion mediated
mechanism is supported by measurements with wavelength dependent excitation. Figure 39 shows
the photodesorption cross sections as a function of wavelength. Tho 11I1f111ed
dots are from the work
ofYoshinubo et al. [100,101]. Superimposed are two experimental results: On one hand the ELspectrum [58] and on the other hand the photoinduced charge carrier concentration in bulk NiO as
detennined by Powell and Spicer [102]. It is quit,e obvious that at the edge of the charge transfer
gap of NiO close to 4 eV the cross section starts to increase. However, the increase does not
correlate with the excitation probability but rather with the observed linear increase in charge
carrier concentration. In the simplest picture the electron current at the adsorbate is proportional to
the charge carrier concentration, and thus to the production of NO-. Since, however, the
photodesorption cross section should increase proportional to the production of NO-, we find the
present results compatible to the proposed mechanism. The chosen potentials in connection with the
computer simulations allow a qualitative interpretation of all basic observations: Very briefly, for
example, the bimodality in the velocity flux distributions has to do with the distance relative to the
surface where relaxation occurs, and the direction of the k-vector directly after the excitation. The
relative population of the fast and slow channels is connected with the life time of the excited state.
If we assume the same excited state potentials for the (100) and (1.11) faces, the observation of
changes in the relative populations indicate different life times of the excited states in the two cases.
Finally, the coupling of translational and rotational motion is connected with the angular,
dependence of the potentials [94,103] involved. The faster a molecule moves in the desorption
channel the more bas it felt the action of the angle dependent potential. Thus, a molecule with large
1.inear momentum will also exhibit higher angular momentum, i.e. population of high rotational
quanta. The change in angular distribution in the fast versus the slow channels may be rationalized
rather simply: The molecules contributing to the slow channel exhibit a smaller kz component to the
total linear momentum. This leads to a larger angle relative to the ~;urface normal The computer

spectroscopy,may be applied on submonolayercoverages.This is not possible for metal surfaces.
Also desorptiondynamicscan be studiedvery efficiently becauseenergydissipation is much slower
on oxide surfaces as comparedwith metal surfaces. This is true, in particular, for the case of
photonstimulatedprocesses.
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